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“NFTE taught me how to create something from nothing. I learned that I can create my own opportunities and I can be an innovator.”

—Anthony Harmon, NFTE Graduate
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“NFTE inspired me to further my education and believe that the impossible IS possible. I am able to expand my capabilities beyond and push towards a greater success.”

—Alayna Albertie, NFTE Graduate
A Message from the President & Board Chairman

Today there are more technological tools, information, and educational resources widely available than ever before. At the same time, 73 million youth are unemployed globally, and in 14 years, there will be 600 million more young people looking for work than projected jobs.

Taken alone, advances in technology and information will not build a society characterized by peace and prosperity. But a forward-thinking, innovative, and resilient citizenry—employing technology and information—can solve big problems, make money, and create sustainability at an unprecedented scale.

That is why this past year at NFTE has been so important. NFTE helps young people to realize their potential and participate in the innovation economy, whether as entrepreneurs or entrepreneurial contributors to existing organizations. In the fiscal year 2015–2016, NFTE national and regional offices worked together to create a more unified organization poised to scale and to better impact a growing number of young people in need.

We are starting in the United States, where 10 million youth come from under-resourced communities and 1 in 3 employers seeks entrepreneurial experience in hires. NFTE currently serves 20,000 students in the United States. By the year 2022, NFTE will serve 10X this number of students, and beyond the year 2022 we will continue to set aggressive expansion goals, with the ultimate ambition of reaching every young person from an under-resourced community.

This year, rather than offering programs that differ by region, we have formalized NFTE’s offerings so that all NFTE locations offer a suite of programs optimized for impact. We have created the Alumni Network, an online resource leveraging LinkedIn to connect NFTE alumni across regions throughout their careers. Together we have created and are piloting major curriculum enhancements that will help NFTE to better serve a growing number of schools: the first-ever Entrepreneurial Mindset Index (EMI) for youth, with signature support from EY; and the Entrepreneurship Pathway, a series of blended learning programs that will begin in middle school and extend through high school, with students receiving academic and industry credentials along the way.

Young people who are empowered to realize their potential and to create opportunities for themselves and others will create a better world. And indeed, they are making a mark. Some of the NFTE student businesses I’ve learned about this year include virtual reality school field trips, hospital rooms decorated for children who are in long-term care, an app helping students with disabilities to develop literacy skills, a fetal monitor and app accessible to the whole family, a car-washing service that uses only one glass of water per car, a coloring book featuring inspiring women who have advanced various aspects of culture, and a web comic featuring diverse heroes.

Imagine if every young person were afforded the opportunity to develop an entrepreneurial mindset, learn startup skills, and better their communities. We are excited and grateful to you for helping NFTE to equip growing numbers of youth to participate in the innovation economy.

Shawn K. Osborne
President & CEO

Peter J. Boni, NFTE Board Chairman
Managing Principal, Kedgeway
The NFTE Purpose

NFTE activates the entrepreneurial mindset in youth from under-resourced communities and builds their knowledge about business startup, creating a more vibrant economy and sustainable society.
86% of NFTE alumni are either employed or furthering their education.

1 in 4 NFTE alumni have started at least one business after finishing a NFTE program.

80% of NFTE alumni are in college or have graduated college.

Two thirds of NFTE alumni say that NFTE has influenced their life more than other middle- or high-school courses.

90% of NFTE alumni feel that their NFTE course contributed to their knowledge, skills, and personal development.

Thanks to MasterCard, the Citi Foundation, and Sam’s Club Giving Program for their support of the 2016 U.S. NFTE Alumni Study.
### Touching All Walks of Life

#### Student Gender

- **Female**: 49%
- **Male**: 51%

#### Student Grade Levels

- **Grade 12**: 27.8%
- **Grade 11**: 24.8%
- **Grade 10**: 16.6%
- **Grade 9**: 18.4%
- **Grades 6–8**: 12.4%

#### Student Race/Ethnicity

- **Hispanic**: 41%
- **Black**: 29%
- **White**: 15%
- **Asian**: 7%
- **American Indian \ Alaskan Native**: 2%
- **Native Hawaiian \ Pacific Islander**: 1%
- **Other**: 4%
Launching a Pathway to Inclusion
Introducing the NFTE Entrepreneurship Pathway

This year, NFTE created the framework for a blended learning, multi-year series of in-school entrepreneurship courses that will activate the entrepreneurial mindset in young people and prepare them for 21st Century careers. The pathway will culminate in students receiving an industry-recognized entrepreneurship credential which NFTE will drive as a standard for U.S. entrepreneurship education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Expertise</th>
<th>Incubation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Teachers**
Middle-school and high-school teachers receive NFTE professional development with tiered support levels.

**Volunteers**
Coaches, judges, mentors, field trip hosts, and guest speakers offer students a window into the business world.

**Competitions**
Every NFTE student pitches his or her original business idea to a panel of judges for the opportunity to receive additional resources.

**Credentialing**
Students will have the opportunity to earn an industry-recognized credential.
The Heart of the Pathway: The Entrepreneurial Mindset

The entrepreneurial mindset equips young people to approach the world with an innovator’s eye and a founder’s grit. NFTE is developing the framework for teaching and measuring the entrepreneurial mindset, focusing on the following eight domains that we identified as critical to becoming entrepreneurial.

- **Initiative & Self-Reliance**: The power to take ownership without input or guidance and to work through obstacles independently.
- **Flexibility & Adaptability**: The ability and willingness to change actions and plans to overcome present and future challenges.
- **Communication & Collaboration**: The ability to clearly express ideas to an intended audience, including persuading others to work toward a common goal.
- **Creativity & Innovation**: The ability to think of ideas and create solutions to problems without clearly defined structures.
- **Critical Thinking & Problem Solving**: The process of applying higher-level, process-oriented thinking skills, and of transitioning that applied reasoning to support the application of decision making.
- **Future Orientation**: An optimistic disposition with a focus on obtaining the skills and knowledge required to transition into a career.
- **Opportunity Recognition**: The practice of seeing and experiencing problems as opportunities to create solutions.
- **Comfort with Risk**: The capacity to move forward with a decision despite inevitable uncertainty and challenges.

*NFTE is developing the Entrepreneurial Mindset Index (EMI) with signature support from EY.*
The Entrepreneurial Mindset In Progress

Understanding the importance of teaching the entrepreneurial mindset to every young person, NFTE has made the mindset a priority in our curriculum and student assessment. The following advancements are made possible with signature support from EY.

This year, NFTE trained 75+ teachers to implement a brand new Operation Mindset module in their NFTE classes. Operation Mindset is comprised of eight challenges that introduce students to the concept of the entrepreneurial mindset, build their awareness of their personal entrepreneurial mindset, and lay the groundwork for continued mindset development. These 75 teachers will provide NFTE with feedback through focus groups and surveys, and an updated module will be available to all NFTE and non-NFTE teachers in the 2017–2018 school year.

NFTE is creating the first-ever Entrepreneurial Mindset Index (EMI) for youth, a tool measuring a young person’s demonstration of entrepreneurial skills and behaviors. This year 1,000 students participated in a pilot of the EMI, helping NFTE to refine the tool. This coming year, a beta EMI will be administered in all NFTE programs across the United States, with release of the public-facing tool slated for school year 2018–2019.

NFTE hosted the Entrepreneurial Mindset Summit, gathering 200 civically minded thought leaders in education, labor, policy, research, and entrepreneurship to address the question of how we prepare youth with the entrepreneurial skills required today. Speakers included Sylvia Diaz, Assistant Superintendent for Innovation and School Choice for Miami-Dade County Public Schools; Dr. Katie McMillan Culp, Chief Learning Officer at the New York Hall of Science; Jon Clifton, Managing Director of Global Analytics at Gallup; NFTE graduate and board member Rahfeal Gordon, who is also an award-winning entrepreneur, global speaker, and author; and many more passionate change-makers in education.

Watch video highlights from NFTE’s Entrepreneurial Mindset Summit. To scan, download free QR Code Reader app.
Growing NFTE’s Annual Reach

NFTE must scale to ultimately reach millions of young people per year. The NFTE Entrepreneurship Pathway, with entrepreneurial mindset learning at its core, will allow us to take our first major step in this direction.

Today
18,409 in-school NFTE students

Tomorrow
200,000 in-school students by the year 2022

Future
number of students served
grows to millions
Celebrating the Entrepreneurial Mindset
Regional Youth Entrepreneurship Challenge

7,000+ student teams across the nation pitched their businesses in their classrooms. Of these, 300+ student teams made regional finals and 36 proceeded to the 2015 National Youth Entrepreneurship Challenge. All of these young innovators found solutions to problems in their communities.

Finalist businesses included “embracelets” to help promote social causes; environmentally conscious home decor products; an app that helps students find college scholarships; an engineering innovation that makes it easier to repair and reuse printed circuit boards (PCBs); and many more products and services addressing real-world needs.
National Youth Entrepreneurship Challenge

36 student teams pitched their businesses for the chance to win a $25,000 prize package. The winners were:

**Crystal Sanchez, Guardian Locket**: A necklace that allows girls to send a stealth emergency signal to both law enforcement and their own emergency contacts in dangerous situations. **$25,000 prize package**

**Kenneth Huertas, A Touch of Eco**: An environmentally conscious car wash and detailing service. **$5,000 prize package**

**Urbana Anam & Jannatul Rowshan, Urbanalifa Hijabs**: Customizable and fashionable Hijabs for Muslim women looking to reveal their sense of style while maintaining their religious modesty. **$5,000 prize package**

Presented by

Citi Foundation
20 NFTE alumni and 20 NFTE educators were honored at this year’s Global Showcase, which featured Chelsea Clinton and Troy Carter as speakers. Businesses ranged from fashion to education to entertainment and included You’re Not Alone, a nonprofit that works with schools to educate young people about mental health.
This March, SAP CEO Bill McDermott won Michael Bloomberg’s #BracketsForACause charity pool. NFTE received $420,000 from the generous CEOs participating, and NFTE students had the opportunity to visit Bloomberg offices. Thank you to Bill McDermott, SAP, Michael Bloomberg, and all the leaders who used March Madness as a time to give back and change lives.
NFTE student Shemar Coombs recognized the need for earbuds with tangle-less wires. He invented a 3D-printed phone case that allows you to wrap earbud wires around the case in a neat compartment. His product won him a spot at the 2016 White House Science Fair.
Olympic Spirit Meets Entrepreneurial Mindset

The Citi Foundation’s Pathways to Progress initiative connected three NFTE graduates and three U.S. 2016 Olympic athletes—to discuss what it means to persist in pursuit of your vision.

Alex Torres is co-founder of You’re Not Alone, a nonprofit organization that works with schools to educate young people about mental health. Rudy is a 2X Paralympic Gold Medalist. The two exchange insights on seeing beyond obstacles and working to give others hope.

Abigail Hamilton is a photographer and entrepreneur who creates family portraits for military families. Kerri Walsh Jennings is a 3X Gold Medalist in Beach Volleyball. They discuss the power of setting goals and working for your passions.

Jose Garcia is a college student in Los Angeles, an entrepreneur working to build a marketing company, and a mentor to current NFTE students. Carlin Isles is an Olympic Rugby Player. The two share their commitment to perpetual personal growth and working to create a better future.

To scan, download free QR Code Reader app.
The Faces of an Innovation Economy
Meet Tessa Beatrice

Tessa Beatrice is the founder of Underdog Comics. “We create unique and interesting stories with diverse and authentic characters. We feature authentic women, ethnic minorities, the LGBT+ community, people with physical and mental disabilities, people with different religious beliefs… because no one should be excluded. Our comics aren’t filled with archetypes and clichés—we represent the unrepresented.”

NFTE helped Tessa realize that she could make her business real and had the tools to do it. So far, she has been unstoppable advocating for her company—including running a successful Kickstarter campaign to print chapter one of her comic book series.

Underdog Comics plans to donate part of its profits to charities that support the unrepresented, such as WAGLY, Youthbuild, and Strong Women, Strong Girls. Tessa is interested in attending art school in New England.

“Being an entrepreneur will put your future plans in perspective: you can do whatever you want.”
–Tessa Beatrice, NFTE Graduate
Meet Oswal Perez

Oswal Perez is CEO of Oswal's Bags, a company that manufactures fashionable backpacks with interchangeable, customizable parts. “If one part goes bad, customers can replace each separate part as opposed to tossing out the whole bag, which saves money and cuts down on the 13.1 million tons of textile waste Americans discard annually.”

Getting where he is today hasn’t always been easy. It took a lot of searching to find the local seamstress who would partner with him to turn his idea from a sketch into a reality. “It started off as a thought in my head... [and now] the backpack feels like it’s my own child that I’ve gotten to see grow up... and the final product is even better than what I originally imagined.”

Oswal plans to donate a percentage of his profits to Girl Effect, an organization dedicated to educating adolescent girls that live in poverty, and is studying architecture at Syracuse University.

“Win or lose, each step towards establishing your business is a victory.”
–Oswal Perez, NFTE Graduate
Meet John Jimenez

Groomed on the Go was born out of John’s frustration after waiting two hours for a haircut at his barbershop. When he realized he wasn’t alone, he created a traveling haircutting service that goes to customers. John has years of experience cutting his own hair and has been trained by local barbers to perfect his craft.

John is very clear about who deserves all the thanks. “My mother is the reason I am the man I am today. She raised me and my siblings on her own, always making sure we were good and safe… I don’t know how she did it but I am so grateful to her.”

John is an 18-year-old Dominican man, born in Brooklyn and raised in Harlem. He is a high-school senior, planning to go away to college to study either business or sports management and play basketball.

“Everything and anything is possible as long as you work for it.”
–John Jimenez, NFTE Graduate
Meet **Anna Doherty and Hope Sacco**

After several in-school projects related to gender stereotypes and female role models, 8th graders Anna and Hope decided to take action themselves. "**We felt there was a lack of awareness of powerful female role models. So we combined our love of art and our wish to empower girls by creating a coloring book.**" **Girls Coloring for Change** embodies feminism, promotes learning about female role models, and encourages the empowerment of women.

Anna and Hope self-published their book, partnered with Baltimore businesses, and included local role models in their pages. The girls were moved by the response. "**A woman told us that her 8-year-old granddaughter was so inspired that she made her own book and drew her own female role models.** When we heard about this little girl, we realized all our hard work had been worth it."

The team has learned invaluable lessons along the way: "**We were sponsored by Staples** for our first 100 books, but it took courage for us to actually contact the manager and ask for a discount." Anna and Hope both plan to attend college someday and talk about possibly pursing pediatric medicine.

"**You have the power, no matter what age you are, to make a difference.**"

–Anna Doherty and Hope Sacco, NFTE Graduates
Meet Day’Quon Henderson

Day’Quon’s road to success began almost two years ago in a STEM class when he and two peers were assigned a problem-solving capstone project. He was working with the nonprofit Best Buddies at the time, and decided to survey one of the teachers who worked with the program. After speaking with her about the most prevalent issues her students face, the team had their idea: **Worducation, an app helping students with disabilities to develop literacy skills.**

Day’Quon tells us he has learned a lot, especially when it comes to presentation skills (which he shares was a weakness before NFTE). “The support I have been getting from everyone is great; I am really grateful for that. **Now I know that to get help as needed you have to have a positive attitude in everything you do.** There are a lot of good people around you and if you show them that you want to work and really care, they will help you take your business to a whole new level.”

Day’Quon intends to attend college next year, runs track and cross-country, and is a DECA student.

“Stay humble, and if you work hard it will pay off in the end.”
–Day’Quon Henderson, NFTE Graduate
Meet Jabriel Steward

Jabriel Steward is currently a senior at Murrell Dobbins Career and Technical High School in North Philadelphia. Last school year, Jabriel participated in the NFTE program through a Sports Marketing class with teacher Paul Roberts. He won First Place in his school’s NFTE Business Plan Competition.

For much of his childhood, Jabriel witnessed the trials of abuse, addiction, and incarceration in his household. Like many children in his situation, he grew up quickly, taking care of three younger brothers while his mother worked to support them.

Jabriel always wanted to start a business that would give back to his community. In his NFTE class he learned how to identify business opportunities and how to build a business plan. After hearing his mom and female cousin say that they could never find clothes in their size, Jabriel devised his business idea: Body Right, fashionable clothing in larger sizes, to help all women feel beautiful in their own body shape and size. Jabriel even considered how he could design his business name to allow for subsidiaries in the future, such as a fitness program to go along with his clothing stores.

“Being entrepreneurial makes me a leader.”
–Jabriel Steward, NFTE Graduate
Meet Kiera Wesby

Kiera Wesby is a **hard-working, multi-talented high-school student** from North Miami Beach. She is also a **teen mom**. “I enjoy dancing, rapping, singing, and spending time with my best friend: my daughter.” There have been many obstacles that Kiera has had to overcome, but **going through her pregnancy without the help of medical insurance was definitely one of her greatest challenges**, and one that has ultimately led to her becoming the founder of **Feto, Inc.**

Feto, Inc. is **an ultrasonic scanner and downloadable app** that notifies expectant mothers of their baby’s heartbeat, movement, activity, and sleeping patterns. Abnormalities can be detected and emergency contacts and hospitals notified. The app also allows other family members to receive updates.

**Kiera wants to join the Navy** after graduating from high school, and she eventually plans to continue her education at FAMU (Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University).

“You have to be willing to step out of your comfort zone for the best results.”
–Kiera Wesby, NFTE Graduate
Meet **Annalin Martin**

Annalin is a pitcher for her high-school softball team. One day during a game, **she was almost hit by a line drive to her chest.** Though she walked away unharmed, she learned through subsequent research that an injury such as this could cause severe damage or death.

Introducing **Soft Catch: a dry-fit, compacted chest shield shirt designed to protect athletes.** It has been tested against high-speed impact. Her first mission? To outfit local softball and baseball teams as soon as possible. “**I don’t want to see anyone get hurt playing the sport they love, and I personally want to stay protected when I’m playing too!**”

Before her experience with NFTE, Annalin remarks that she was “scared to do things on [her] own,” but these days she has begun to face challenges from different angles and is learning to be fearless: “**my life is on an amazing course for the future.**” When college application time rolls around, Annalin is planning to apply to the Texas A&M business program.

“No matter if you fail, always keep trying—it pays off.”
–Annalin Martin, NFTE Graduate
Meet Deandre Allen

“One thing we have to understand with education is that it is an investment. **When we don’t invest and give our teachers and students quality material, we are doing them a disservice.**” Deandre hopes to provide an answer to this problem. **Profs Academy** is a collaborative platform that allows teachers to build, buy, and create quality courses and lessons, collaborate with others, earn credit hours, and earn residual on those courses. “Not only do we stand apart with the quality of our service, the residual we promise to our teachers is vital; [we want to give them] the pay and resources they deserve.”

Deandre tells us that before NFTE he felt bored a lot; he found himself getting into trouble. Now he works passionately on business ideas. “**My first business failed. But I learned that instead of giving up…I needed to think of more innovative solutions to the problem. This is my greatest weapon—I do not give up.**”

Deandre plans to attend college after graduating from high school and to major in business management and operations.

“The rewarding part isn’t just seeing how far I’ve gotten in my business, but also realizing how far I have to go.”
–Deandre Allen, NFTE Graduate
Meet **Andrew Robin**

**Poll Position** is a social media app designed around creating and voting on polls. For individuals it is a simplified social media service, and for businesses it serves as a blend of advertising and market research. “Poll Position allows people to get a new perspective whenever they have a choice to make and helps them make more informed decisions.”

Before NFTE, Andrew tells us that he was struggling to find direction; school had never been overly challenging for him, and nothing had yet sparked his interest. But now, he confides that he is anxious to one day start his own business; “I realized this because I had never felt so challenged and yet so rewarded by any project in school until this one.”

Andrew plans to attend Lindenwood University and to study business. He currently plays violin and is on his high-school football team.

“**Be willing to expand your mindset!”**
—Andrew Robin, NFTE Graduate
When Luis and Lenisa sat down to brainstorm ideas for their business in the NFTE classroom, they decided that their business should reflect a genuine passion in order to lead them to success. It wasn’t long before the two landed on the idea for **Cloud 21: a manufacturer of skateboards pairing music with sport** “where cruising is a lifestyle.” Each board’s shape is customizable and comes with Bluetooth speakers and a portable phone charger attached.

Luis, an avid skateboarder himself, is especially pleased with their product. “**We’ve become so motivated. It is so rewarding to know that there are people who believe in our business and help us!**” Lenisa, having suffered from anxiety, says “**NFTE taught me how to speak publicly and how to control my anxiety despite stress.**”

Cloud 21 plans to donate a portion of its proceeds to the **Fulfillment Fund**, which gives to mentors helping high-school students get into college. Lenisa will attend UC Riverside to study political science, while Luis plans to attend either the Universal Technical Institute or West LA College, pursuing engineering and business.

“**Nothing happens overnight.**”
–Lenisa Castaneda and Luis Herrera, NFTE Graduates
Meet Suzy Kong

Five years ago, Suzy’s grandfather was diagnosed with **Type 2 Diabetes**. While the disease caused an overall upheaval in his life, Suzy was surprised to see that even simple things like shopping for groceries had become challenging and time-consuming. Suddenly, they had to be very careful what products they bought, but even then “…the ingredients lists were so filled with scientific terms and jargon that selecting items knowledgeably was near impossible.”

Suzy leapt at the chance to solve this problem for her grandfather and others by creating **Eat Up**. Eat Up is a grocery scanning app that helps people with dietary restrictions filter out selected ingredients, with just the swipe of a barcode. “It’s really rewarding to help people and surprising how many need the help!” Most apps that exist on the market are geared toward specific diets without allowing for customization due to specific ailments or allergies.

Suzy plans to donate 5% of her profits to the **Heifer Project**, which works to eradicate poverty and hunger. She is attending the University of California Santa Barbara and plans to major in marketing and psychology.

“Take this opportunity seriously because you never know what you might get out of it.”
—Suzy Kong, NFTE Graduate
NFTE University

Teachers become NFTE Certified Entrepreneurship Teachers (CETs) upon completion of our training program, NFTE University (NFTE U). NFTE U focuses on the core elements of experiential education and provides the tools and methodology for teaching students entrepreneurial skills.

Ongoing Professional Development

Following NFTE U, CETs receive 22 hours of additional professional development, technical assistance from NFTE whenever needed, and access to NFTE Connect, an online platform that provides resources and connects CETs around the world.

Program Support

Teachers receive ongoing support from NFTE program staff, who recruit and coordinate classroom volunteers, plan additional opportunities for students to network with the business community, and act as a resource for teachers year-round.

Resources for Students

In addition to an award-winning curriculum, NFTE provides opportunities for students to learn from role models in the business community and to win money by participating in business plan competitions.

Teacher Opportunities

“I love the exposure and access to the entrepreneurship community that NFTE gives my students, because it inspires them to dream bigger.”

– Dr. Raghib Muhammad, NFTE Teacher

302 NFTE TEACHERS
What’s New in Teacher Training

NFTE is continually working to expand our professional development resources for teachers and to leverage digital media to create efficient experiences for a growing number of teachers. This year NFTE introduced a **blended NFTE University experience** and hosted a series of webinars around **activating a student’s entrepreneurial mindset** in the classroom.
“She will make sure your goals are accomplished, expectations surpassed, investment and effort made worthwhile, all with a smile on your face. Ms. Fregosa ignites creativity, a sense of community, and perseverance with anyone that she meets.”

This is how a student of Dawn Fregosa, NFTE Teacher of the Year, describes her. Beloved by her students, fellow educators, and the NFTE community, Dawn has sought out every opportunity to put her students in the role of Innovator and to make available to them the opportunities inherent in today’s innovation economy, from connecting her students with internships at local solar energy companies to using her money from this award to help a homeless student. Prior to teaching, Dawn was a franchiser and business consultant for over 20 years.

Months after receiving this prestigious award, Dawn joined NFTE in a new capacity, as a Program Manager supporting teachers in the Bay Area. Congratulations to Dawn, an extraordinary educator and leader.

This year marks NFTE’s inaugural John C. Whitehead Global Teacher of the Year Award, honoring the memory of John C. Whitehead—a respected leader, financier, civil servant, and philanthropist, who passed away in 2015. John saw opportunity in NFTE, and with his guidance and support for more than 20 years, NFTE was able to grow to become a global influence on entrepreneurship education.
Global Educators of the Year

Each year NFTE awards a special distinction to one educator from each office and each program partner across the globe, selected for their remarkable impact on students.
NFTE Volunteers
2,650 VOLUNTEERS

2,650 VOLUNTEERS

COACHES
GUEST SPEAKERS
JUDGES
FIELD TRIP HOSTS
MENTORS

18,714 VOLUNTEER HOURS

Top Corporate Volunteers

 Volunteer Opportunities

Business Plan Coach
Through one-on-one and small-group sessions, coaches assist students with developing their business plans, presenting before an audience, and preparing for questions and evaluation from a panel of judges.

Business Plan Competition Judge
At NFTE competitions, judges ask questions and offer students a realistic perspective on their business plans.

Field Trip Host
Field trips give students the chance to learn about professions, industries, and the challenges and rewards of the workplace. As a field trip host, your organization provides an invaluable lens into real-world career opportunities.

Guest Speaker
Business professionals and entrepreneurs frequently participate in NFTE classrooms as guest speakers, facilitating a lesson or presenting a topic of their choice that complements the NFTE curriculum.

Mentor
Mentors work one-on-one with students on business plan development, career and college planning, and personal development.
Volunteer of the Year: Randy Haran

Congratulations to 2016 Volunteer of the Year, Randy Haran, CEO of Normandy Capital Group and former CEO of Texas Air Composites (TAC). Logging nearly 100 hours of NFTE volunteer service this year in North Texas, Randy has coached students, judged at 2015 finals, participated as a guest speaker in several classes, provided opportunities for our students and teachers to tour TAC facilities, and offered NFTE graduate Juan Ramos the opportunity to job-shadow several department heads for one week. Juan indicated that his time at TAC was one of the most valuable opportunities he could have dreamed of having.

Randy even arranged for students and teachers to participate in a TAC monthly meeting where they were paired with a department head and helped to calculate the week’s financial picture, bringing to life for students the real-world applications of ROI, ROS, COGs, and profit margins.

Randy not only committed his time, but also his financial resources, to help NFTE. We’ve been very fortunate to have Randy as a volunteer since 2014.

We are grateful to The Alper Family Foundation for underwriting this important award.
Volunteers from our corporate partners are essential to providing students with real-world experience and perspective. This year we extend a special honor to the hundreds of EY employees around the world, whose influence on our students is profound. EY has committed more than 2,350 volunteer hours this year alone, through the dedication of more than 400 employees.

EY was formally honored at NFTE’s 2016 Global Showcase, along with four runners-up: MasterCard, Citi, SAP, and Santander Bank. We are deeply grateful for the time and care committed by employees from each of NFTE’s partner organizations, and for the vital part that these role models play in the lives of NFTE students.

We are grateful to The Alper Family Foundation for underwriting this important award.
Alumni Products on the Shelves
25% of NFTE alumni start businesses. The products below enjoyed their first release or acquisition this year.

**PopsyCakes**
Owned by NFTE graduate Jessica Cervantes, your favorite cupcake-on-a-stick was this year acquired by Unique Pizza & Subs Corporation. **PopsyCakes are now available at Dylan’s Candy Bar and Six Flags.**

**A New Day One: Trauma, Grace, and a Young Man’s Journey from Foster Care to Yale**
In his book *A New Day One*, published in March, **NFTE graduate Rodney Walker** writes about his life’s journey and the importance of education, entrepreneurship, mentoring at-risk youth, and corporate philanthropy.

**Skyscraper**
NFTE graduate and board member Rahfeal Gordon wrote a motivational book about his life experience, called *Skyscraper*. A reader’s take: “This book is so inspirational to believe in yourself and live out your true potential. After reading this book it gave me the confidence to go out in this world and find my path!” Rahfeal comes from Newark, New Jersey, where his family experienced economic and social struggles including incarceration.
This summer ten Citi Entrepreneurship Fellows joined us from across the country, for our second year of the Citi Entrepreneurship Fellowship program. All fellows are NFTE program graduates, and this summer they received training from serial entrepreneur and educator Michael Williams and worked in NFTE offices, helping to run and promote BizCamps and coaching current NFTE students. These fellows, who are pursuing college and careers, are an inspiring resource to NFTE students beginning their entrepreneurial journey.

We were grateful to have five 2015 fellows act as mentors to the 2016 fellows class.
NFTE launched the NFTE Alumni Network—allowing NFTE alumni to connect via their LinkedIn accounts and access career opportunities, startup opportunities (funding, incubators, guidance), and education opportunities. NFTE partners have the opportunity to post internships, jobs, and scholarships on the network.

In collaboration with LinkedIn, NFTE also designed a suite of lessons on building your professional brand, to onboard NFTE students as they graduate each year. A webinar to support teachers in leading these lessons is also available.
NFTE team members across the country are committed to the young people we serve, who impress us every day with their vision, compassion, and accomplishments. NFTE teams build curriculum for schools, train teachers, and engage program and resource partners.

All NFTE teams are committed to working together as one, focusing on performance, and thinking big—empowering NFTE to be nimble and adaptable as we work to maximize impact and reach.

60+ STAFF

The NFTE Teams

**Strategy**
The Strategy team sets short- and long-term goals to advance the NFTE mission and designs and implements plans to achieve those goals.

**Marketing and Development**
The Development team works with corporations, foundations, and individual donors to achieve financial sustainability for NFTE. The Marketing team works to amplify awareness of NFTE and NFTE student achievements.

**Programs and Research**
The NFTE Programs and Research team designs NFTE curriculum and assessments and analyzes results to ensure NFTE is meeting our impact goals.

**Operations and Engagement**
The Operations and Engagement team manages the implementation of NFTE programs, engaging volunteers from the business community, supporting NFTE teachers, and managing relationships with districts and schools.

**Talent and Administration**
The Talent and Administration team works across the organization to help attract, develop, motivate, and retain employees for NFTE to meet current and future goals.

**Finance and Information**
The Finance and Information team manages NFTE’s accounting processes and voice, data, and video systems, supporting its internal customers and ensuring a strong control environment.
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China
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National Board of Directors

We would like to thank the distinguished members of our Board of Directors who represent leaders in business, finance, technology, and philanthropy and are committed to the transformative power of entrepreneurship education.

PETER J. BONI (Chair)
Managing Principal
Kedgeway

TUCKER YORK (Vice Chair)
Global Head, Private Wealth Management
Head of US Private Wealth Business
Goldman, Sachs & Co.

PATRICIA ALPER
The Alper Portfolio Group, Ltd.

MATTHEW J. AUDETTE
Chief Financial Officer
LPL Financial

TROY CARTER
Atom Factory

KYLE GARMAN
SVP & Managing Director, Global Strategic Partners
SAP SE

RAHFEAL GORDON
RahGor

NOAH HANFT
President & CEO
International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution

GUS HARRIS
Executive Director
Moody’s Analytics

TIMOTHY MURPHY
General Counsel & Chief Franchise Officer
Mastercard

ANDREW OLIVER
Founder
Giantmicrobes, Inc.

SHAWN K. OSBORNE
President & CEO
NFTE

KIMBERLY PAIGE
Vice President, Marketing, Venturing & Emerging Brands (VEB)
The Coca-Cola Company

ANTHONY SALCITO
Vice President of Worldwide Education
Microsoft Corporation

DIANA DAVIS SPENCER
President
The Diana Davis Spencer Foundation

DAVID SPRENG
Founder and CEO
GSV Growth Credit

PETER B. WALKER
Managing Director
McKinsey & Company, Inc.
Regional Advisory Boards

Thank you to NFTE’s eleven Regional Advisory Boards, comprised of over 140 distinguished business and community leaders who use their expertise and passion to help NFTE raise funds, engage high-quality volunteers, and increase NFTE visibility. Regional Advisory Board members are indispensable in supporting NFTE students.

NEW ENGLAND
SHELAGH BRALEY, Board Chair
FoundersWire
DREW SMITH, Vice Chair
Hope Ventures International
MARK ANDRADE
Fidelity Investments, Retired
JUDITH BRIGGS
B&G Services, Inc and Platinum Enterprise, Inc.
ANN DALEY
Pitney Bowes
STEPHANIE GOODELL
Samaya Consulting
DANIEL GUGLIELMO
TrustDesign, Vistage Chair
MEREDITH HAVILAND
Foley Hoag
MICHELLANA JESTER
MIT Sloane School of Management
ZENOBIA MOOCHALA
Care.com
BRYAN PEARCE
EY
JEFFREY THOMAS
Atlantic Trust Private Wealth Management

NEW YORK
MARK DANCHAK, Board Chair
Carbon6 Ventures
JILL CRESS, Vice Chair
National Geographic Partners
HELLEN BANGURA
State Street
EVAN EICHHORN
EY
EMMA FELIPE
IBM
CHERYL GENTRY
Glow Media
DAVE GILBOA
Warby Parker
STEVEN HARRISON
Mastercard
SHAWN LEVENTHAL
Jump In Networks
JAMES MacGREGOR
EY
KARIM MOOLANI
Silver Point Capital
STEPHEN PERRY
Retired, Xerox

MICHAEL PORTEGELLO
EY
ANTUAN SANTANA
Microsoft Corporation
GREGORY SAUTER
Smart City Works
RYAN M. SOBECK
Goldman Sachs & Co.
BARRET STOKES
Sterling National Bank
EUGENIA M. VECCHIO
Eugenia M. Vecchio & Associates PLLC
ROSE VELEZ-SMITH
Pitney Bowes, Inc.
HOLLY B. WALLACE
Merrill Lynch

PHILADELPHIA
DOUG ALEXANDER
Actua
PHIL JAURIGUE
Sabre Systems, Inc.
ANDREW JORDAN
EY
ANDREW KAPLAN
Deutsch Bank

PAMELA LEHRER
Berwind Group
LESLIE MITTS
Education Design Studio Inc.
Teresa Moore Griffin
Spirit of Purpose
MILAN PATEL
ACS International Resources Inc.
BRIAN PAULE
The Galman Group
CHUCK Sacco
Charles D. Close School of Entrepreneurship, Drexel University
STEVEN SANDERS
Stoneridge Investment
ARLEN SHENKMAN
SAP
SALLY SOLIS-COHEN
Bi Worldwide
MICHAEL TIAGWAD
Connor Strong & Buckelew
KEVIN WOLFGANG
Evergreen Apartment Group
JEANNETTE MICHELS
PackitGlobal Icons/Ironman Brand

CLAIRE ZEIGLER
Capital Group

BAY AREA
JOSHPH MUSCAT, Co-Chair
EY

MOLLIE RICHARDSON, Co-Chair
First Republic Bank

JOHN BAER
Moody’s

LARRY BLATT
Alios BioPharma

BOB BLEE
Silicon Valley Bank

CHRIS BOYD
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati

TERRENCE CUMMINGS
Stride Health

NICK FRANCO
GSV Asset Management

MONICA HUDSON
University of San Francisco

SCOTT JOHNSTON
Docker Inc.

SCOTT SASLOW
The Institute for Executive Development

DEAN SIVARA
SAP

JASON YOTOPoulos
mach49

CHICAGO
NIRAV AMIN
Tide Spin

DAVID HABIGER
Pritzer Group Venture Capital

CHAD KREINDLER
Blackboard

BOB LOGAN
K12 Solutions

GEORGE MANSOUR
Price Waterhouse Coopers

FABIAN ROMO
Found INC

MARCI SIEVERS
Marc-Ryan Group

ST. LOUIS
NICOLE ADEWALE
ABNA Engineering

OLA AYENI
Eateria

MARK BINI
Express Scripts

BYRON CASKEY
Wells Fargo

MAXINE CLARK
Clark-Fox Foundation

LAURA GARDNER
SLU

DR. PATRICIA HAGEN
TEC/T-Rex

DR. ART MCCOY
Jennings School District

CHRIAS MOORE
EY

AARON MOTTERN
Hey Let’s Train

JESSE SANDERS
Monsanto

DAN SHASSERRE
Retired, Nine Network

GARY VONDERHAAR
MasterCard

KEVIN WILSON
University of Missouri

KAORI YAZAWA
Venture Café
Donors

NFTE donors make it possible for entrepreneurship education to reach young people from under-resourced communities. Thanks to their commitment, an increasing number of young people are prepared with the entrepreneurial mindset and startup skills required to succeed in today’s innovation economy.

Investors
($1,000,000+)

Equity Investors
($500,000+)

Venture Capitalist
($200,000+)

Growth Investors
($100,000+)

Bill McDermott / Brackets for a Cause
EY
Microsoft Corporation

Moody’s Foundation
Multinational Scholar Charitable Trust 1907
John C. Whitehead

Anonymous (2)
E*Trade Financial Corporation
The Coca-Cola Foundation

Pitney Bowes Foundation
SAP America, Inc.
Windsong Trust

Yelp Foundation
Angel Investors

### ($50,000+)
- Adolph Coors Foundation
- Annenberg Foundation
- Babson College
- Bank of America
- The Batchelor Foundation
- California Credit Card Case
- Capital One
- CME Group
- The Community Foundation for the National Capital Region

### ($25,000+)
- Advanced Corporate Services, Inc.
- Atlantic Trust Private Wealth Management
- John Baer
- Sid Banerjee
- Jim Bankoff
- Andrea Belz
- Linda Belz
- Peter J. Boni
- Chris Boyd
- Braintree
- Capital Group
- Cathay Bank

### ($15,000+)
- Community Foundation of Broward
- F. M. Kirby Foundation
- Kyle Garman
- The Jim Moran Foundation
- NBC Universal
- Peacock Foundation, Inc.
- PIMCO Foundation
- Russell L. Carson
- The Samberg Family Foundation
- Santander Bank

### ($10,000+)
- Sheri Sobrato Fund
- State Street Foundation
- Vera Campbell Foundation
- William Zimmerman Foundation
- W. Thomas York

### ($25,000+)
- ACE Group
- Actua
- AECOM
- The Alper Family Foundation, Inc.
- Bari Lipp Foundation
- The Coca-Cola Company
- Costco Wholesale
- Deloitte & Touche

### ($15,000+)
- Leo Gestetner
- GoDaddy.com, LLC
- Goldman Sachs & Co.
- J. Willard & Alice S. Marriott Foundation
- Marced Foundation
- The MCJ Amelior Foundation
- Doug McMillan
- Safeguard Scientifics, Inc.

### ($10,000+)
- Eric Abel
- The Annie E. Casey Foundation
- Anonymous
- AUDL Spirit Challenge Fund
- Maxine Clark
- Circle of Service Foundation
- Clark-Winchcole Foundation
- Columbia Capital, LLC
- Emerson Electric Company

### ($5,000+)
- Salah Foundation
- Wells Fargo Foundation
- Wylie Wallace Fults Foundation

### ($25,000+)
- First Republic Bank
- Fred Harris Daniels Foundation
- Ron Garrow
- Gary M. Parsons
- Jeff Green
- Teressa Moore Griffin
- Noah Hanft
- Patrick Henry
- Landon Hilliard
- Hogan Lovells US LLP
- Howard Krass
- John Matouk & Co., Inc.
Scott Johnston
William Kling
Kopelman Foundation
Minal Kundra
Los Angeles World Airports
Monetate
Morgan Stanley
Joseph A. Muscat
Oaktree Capital
PayPal
Pine Hill Group
Pitney Bowes, Inc.
PNC Bank
Parker Ramsdell
Roger and Susan Stone Family Foundation
Roth Family Foundation
Saigh Foundation
Square, Inc.
State Farm Insurance
SunTrust Foundation
T. Rowe Price Associates Foundation
TaskUs
TD Bank
The Carol and James Collins Foundation
The CFO Center Limited
The Mark Hughes Foundation
The Robertson Foundation
The Towbes Foundation
U.S. Bank
University of Baltimore Merrick School of Business
University of Southern California
Vistage International
Vox Media
Seth Werner
Anne-Claire Whitehead
Whole Foods Market
Xerox Foundation

Mark Andrade
Robert L. Adams
Doug Alexander
Andersen Tax
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP
Bank of the West
Berger Rental Communities
Bowen Advisors
College Advertising Solutions LLC
Connelly Foundation
Customers Bank
Data Systems Analysts, Inc.
Lucinda Dunçalfe
eXude
Ferguson Roofing
Jim Fleming
Focus, LLC
General Atlantic Partners
Gesmer Updergrove, LLP
Dave Gilboa
Arun Gupta
Harbor One Bank
Meredith Haviland
Jain Family Foundation
Michael L. Keiser
LA Clippers Foundation
Peter Lenard
Ted Leonsis
Living the Dream
Merrill Lynch
Mara W. Breech Foundation
Fritz Maytag
Nexxus Group
Normandy Capital Group
OpenView Venture Partners
Opus Bank Foundation
Pacific Western Bank
Bryan Pearce
Frances Pierce
Michele Portegello
Joseph M. Quinlan
Doug Rauch
Jeffrey Rosen
Roy A. Hunt Foundation
Ruth Anderson Foundation
Sabre Systems, Inc.
Sanju K. Bansal Foundation
Benjamin Sarly
Telamon Human Capital Resources Group, LLC
The Arthur S. Doerner Foundation
The Edgewater Funds
The John W. Carson Foundation
The Northern Trust Company
The Oshay Family Foundation
The Private Bank and Trust Company
The Venable Foundation, Inc.
Jeffrey Thomas
Gary M. Voight
Mike Zhang
Financial Information
Financial Information

REVENUE: $24,380,790

EXPENSES: $17,279,036

Contributions are funds to support NFTE’s mission and programs.

In-kind support primarily includes teacher, volunteer, and coaching time devoted to delivering NFTE programs.

Other revenue includes earned income from training and other contracted services, textbooks, and royalties and distribution from NFTE’s endowment fund.

Program expenses include the cost of curriculum, research, and delivery of NFTE programs and events.

Administrative activities include finance, legal, IT, and other services that support NFTE’s business operations.

Fundraising includes the cost for mobilization of resources to support students, programs, and operations.
Having an entrepreneurial mindset helped me think about my future and build my confidence.

– DayQuon Henderson, NFTE Graduate

Interested in bringing NFTE to your school or supporting NFTE? Please contact Jim Johnston, SVP, Domestic Operations & Engagement, at Jim.Johnston@nfte.com, or Ann Marie Almeida, SVP, Marketing and Development, at AnnMarie.Almeida@nfte.com.